
Unlock the Secret: A Complete System for
Coaching Quarterbacks to Run Any Option
Play!
Are you a football coach or a passionate player looking to master the art of
running option plays? Look no further, as we unveil a complete system that will
transform your quarterbacks into unstoppable forces on the field. With our step-
by-step approach, your team will dominate the game and leave your opponents in
the dust. Let's dive into the intricacies of coaching quarterbacks to run any option
play!

Quarterbacking in option plays is a highly specialized skill that requires precision,
awareness, and decision-making abilities. It is not just about the physicality and
athleticism; it's about reading the defense, making split-second decisions, and
executing the play flawlessly. Our comprehensive system encompasses every
aspect of option plays, leaving no stone unturned.

So, what makes our system stand out from the rest? It's all about breaking down
the process into simple yet effective components that can be replicated on the
field. Let's have a closer look at the key elements:
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The Read Progression:

The first step in coaching quarterbacks for option plays is understanding the read
progression. Our system emphasizes teaching quarterbacks to read the defense
from pre-snap to post-snap. It involves recognizing defensive alignments, keying
defenders, and making quick decisions based on their movements. By teaching
your quarterbacks this progression, they will be able to make split-second
decisions with confidence and precision.

Footwork and Mechanics:

Quarterbacks must have excellent footwork and mechanics to execute option
plays with precision. Our system focuses on teaching the proper footwork and
mechanics required for each option play, ensuring that your quarterbacks
maintain balance, agility, and power throughout the play. From the initial mesh
point to the pitch, every movement is analyzed and perfected to maximize
effectiveness.

Simulation and Game Repetition:

Practice makes perfect, and our system incorporates ample simulation and game
repetition drills to reinforce the concepts taught. By providing your quarterbacks
with realistic game scenarios, they will develop muscle memory and instinctual
decision-making abilities. Our drills will push their limits, boost their confidence,
and enable them to execute option plays flawlessly in high-pressure situations.

The Mental Aspect:
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Running option plays is not only physical but also mental. Our system addresses
the mental aspect by teaching quarterbacks how to read defenses, make quick
decisions, and communicate effectively with their teammates. By developing their
football IQ, your quarterbacks will become efficient decision-makers, capable of
exploiting weaknesses in the defense.

The Role of Film Study:

Film study is an integral part of coaching quarterbacks for option plays in our
system. By analyzing game footage, quarterbacks can identify patterns, study
opposing defenses, and learn from both successful and unsuccessful plays. Our
system provides a structured approach to film study, ensuring that your
quarterbacks make the most out of every film session.

On-field Adjustments:

Option plays require on-field adjustments based on the defense's reaction. Our
system equips quarterbacks with the tools to make necessary adjustments,
audibles, or calls at the line of scrimmage. These in-game adjustments will keep
the defense guessing, maximizing the effectiveness of your option plays.

Perfecting Timing and Execution:

Timing and execution are paramount for successful option plays. Our system
includes drills and exercises that focus on developing the timing and execution
needed for flawless plays. By mastering the intricacies of timing and execution,
your quarterbacks will exploit gaps in the defense, leaving the opposing team
helpless.

Building a Cohesive Offensive Unit:

Lastly, our system emphasizes the importance of building a cohesive offensive
unit. Our approach involves integrating the running backs, offensive line, and



wide receivers to work in sync with the quarterback. A well-coordinated offensive
unit ensures seamless execution of option plays, making it difficult for the defense
to defend against.

In , our complete system provides a comprehensive roadmap for coaching
quarterbacks to run any option play. By focusing on read progression, footwork,
mechanics, simulations, mental aspects, film study, on-field adjustments, timing,
execution, and building a cohesive unit, your quarterbacks will become
unstoppable forces on the field. So, what are you waiting for? Unlock the secret
to success and witness the transformation of your quarterbacks into option play
maestros!
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The QB-RB mesh is one of the most universal, and under coached, skills in
modern football. From Flexbone/Wing-T based option attacks to Spread Zone
Read concepts the mesh is the one skill that must be mastered to have an
effective offense.
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The mesh is the one skill with the highest return on investment for coaching time.
If done successfully a well read and executed mesh can cancel out up to three
players. A poorly read mesh will result in a loss of yards in a best case scenario,
and a turnover in a worst case scenario.

Coaching the Quarterback Mesh gives coaches a system to teach this skill by
breaking it down into five steps. These steps are then broken down further where
the specific coaching points for each step are detailed. Lastly the book takes the
system and applies it to the main plays that have a QB-RB mesh. This includes;
Midline, Inside Veer, Outside Veer, Inside Zone, Outside Zone and Inverted
Power.

Take the next step in coaching your Quarterbacks and created a high powered
offense with Coaching the Quarterback Mesh.
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